Purpose -This paper aims to demonstrate that self-persuasion can be used as a marketing technique to increase consumers' generosity and that the efficacy of this approach is dependent on consumers' involvement with target behavior.
What makes people buy products, pay higher prices, volunteer for a good cause or increase their tip in a restaurant? Researchers and practitioners are eager to discover when and how persuasion is effective in influencing consumers. More specifically, a substantial body of research in marketing and related fields is dedicated to indirect techniques of persuasion. Rather than directly providing consumers with arguments or simply requesting them to change their behavior, indirect techniques are more subtle and unconscious. Examples are framing techniques (Gamliel and Herstein, 2012; Krishen et al., 2014; McKechnie et al., 2012) , the foot-in-the-door technique (Fennis et al., 2009; Freedman and Fraser, 1966; Pascual et al., 2013) , low-balling (Burger et al., 1981; Cialdini et al., 1978) , door-in the-face technique (Burger, 1999; Cialdini et al., 1975) and disrupt-then-reframe technique (Davis and Knowles, 1999; Fennis et al., 2004) . Approaching consumers in an indirect manner reduces the possibility that consumers show reactance to persuasion (Fransen et al., 2015) , which is one of the major disadvantages of direct persuasion techniques (Aronson, 2007) . Indirect persuasion enhances the likelihood that a persuasion attempt will succeed (Brehm, 1966; Lunardo and Roux, 2015) .
Recently, another indirect persuasion technique has shown promising results in the domain of health psychology and addictive behaviors: self-persuasion. This involves encouraging consumers to generate arguments about a certain concept or behavior themselves, instead of providing them with arguments to persuade them (Kardes et al., 2001; Müller et al., 2016) . Currently, the application of this technique is mostly limited to the health domain, where traditionally a clear injunctive norm about the target behavior is communicated by governments and other institutions (e.g. warning labels on cigarette boxes; Hamilton et al., 2008) . As demonstrated by Müller et al. (2009) , communicating an injunctive norm via direct persuasion is an inferior technique compared to using self-persuasion in relation to changing smoking behavior. Although the self-persuasion technique seems promising in changing behavior, the context in which self-persuasion has been studied is of limited relevance to marketers. In addition, effects of self-persuasion have primarily been shown in controlled lab environments, and our knowledge about boundary conditions of this technique is scarce (for the few exceptions to this, see, for instance, Damen et al., 2015; Kardes et al., 2001; Müller et al., 2017) .
In sum, the aims of the present paper are threefold:
(1) First, it aims to replicate earlier findings about self-persuasion and explore whether this technique is also useful in increasing desirable consumer behavior for which no clear injunctive norms are present (i.e. tipping; Studies 1 and 2). (2) The second aim is to put effects of self-persuasion to the test in a real-life setting outside the lab with a non-student sample (Study 1). (3) Third, this paper aims to demonstrate that self-persuasion is not always superior to more direct marketing strategies by showing that the effects of EJM 51,5/6 self-persuasion are conditional and depend on consumers' involvement with the target behavior (Study 2).
In doing so, we first explore the efficacy of self-persuasion as a marketing technique in a field setting on behavior for which there is no clear injunctive norm (i.e. tipping).
Theoretical background
Research has shown that information that is generated by oneself is perceived as more accurate and trustworthy and therefore more persuasive than information generated by an external source (Hoch and Deighton, 1989; Levin et al., 1988) . According to Mussweiler and Neumann (2000) , people have the tendency to correct for information that is provided by an external source, whereas they fail to correct for the influence of self-generated information. In other words, while people are able and likely to resist others' persuasion attempts (Knowles and Linn, 2004) , they fail to resist attempts of persuading themselves. Moreover, individuals tend to come up with the most persuasive and compelling statements when they are asked to generate arguments (Greenwald and Albert, 1968; Slamecka and Graf, 1978) . This suggests that it might be more effective to let people persuade themselves to affect consumer behavior.
The persuasion technique that makes use of this bias in favor of self-generated information is referred to as self-persuasion (Aronson, 2007) . For example, Müller et al. (2009) demonstrated that self-persuasion is a more effective technique for inhibiting smoking behavior, compared to external persuasion attempts. Regular smokers, who were instructed to write down arguments against smoking, waited longer to light up a cigarette compared to smokers who read arguments against smoking provided by the experimenter. Recent research has since shown that it is not necessary to write down arguments to induce self-persuasion; an easily applicable method to induce self-persuasion is asking questions, which triggers people into coming up with arguments (Loman et al., 2015) , a process which is assumed to be automatic (Fitzsimons and Williams, 2000) . Several studies have demonstrated that merely presenting participants with questions (rather than statements) about why smoking is bad led to a higher smoking-related risk perception (Glock et al., 2013) and longer absence rates (Müller et al., 2016) . In relation to other health-related behaviors, formulating questions instead of statements has been shown to lead to an increase in negative outcome expectancy perception (Krischler and Glock, 2015) , lower alcohol consumption rates (Loman et al., 2015) and an increase in exercise behavior (Williams et al., 2006; for negative side-effects, however, see, Fitzsimons and Moore, 2008) . Based on these findings, self-persuasion should be the first choice when trying to influence someone, irrespective of the behavior we try to change.
However, when it comes to smoking, drinking alcohol or exercise, most people are well-aware what they ought to be doing, often because of governmental campaigns that aim to promote a healthy lifestyle by communicating injunctive norms about health-related behavior. For example, since 2003, warning labels have been shown on cigarette packs, and alcohol commercials in The Netherlands are required to state that responsible alcohol consumption is advised. This distinction is important as, for instance, Glock and Kneer (2009) found that smokers, compared to non-smokers, were realistic about their higher chance of contracting a smoking-related illness (e.g. lung cancer). However, this awareness did not lead to higher relevance of the persuasive messages as might be assumed (Johnson and Eagly, 1989) ; rather, it seemed to result in some kind of immunization toward anti-smoking messages. In the same vein, most of the research that examined the influence of self-persuasion on behavior, mainly explored this by looking at addictive behaviors (Glock et al., 2013; Krischler and Glock, 2015; Müller et al., 2009 Müller et al., , 2016 , and it has been suggested that the effectiveness of self-persuasion lies, among other things, in the fact that direct persuasion triggers defensive responses that help to justify the behavior (Liberman and Chaiken, 1992) . In other words, people with addictive behaviors such as smoking in particular, may be immune to persuasion by direct arguments, because smokers may have developed defensive reactions as a response to repeated governmental campaigns that communicate injunctive norms. Thus, based on this research, it could be argued that for changing addictive behaviors, self-persuasion may be superior to communicating injunctive norms. It is unknown, however, whether this is also the case for behaviors that are less subject to injunctive norms (e.g. such as those advocated by governmental campaigns) and for which consumers are less likely to have developed strong defensive responses than is the case for addictive behaviors. In the present study, we put self-persuasion to the test with a type of consumer behavior for which no clear injunctive norm is communicated, leaving a tip in a lunchroom [1] .
As a first step, the current study aims to demonstrate that self-persuasion is superior to direct persuasion attempts, also in cases in which injunctive norms are not officially communicated (e.g. by means of governmental campaigns). The literature discussed above suggests that consumers will comply more with a behavior after they formulate arguments themselves (i.e. self-persuasion), compared to a situation in which they read arguments that are provided by others (or a control condition).
H1.
The use of self-persuasion is superior as a persuasion technique to the use of externally generated arguments in increasing desirable consumer behavior.
Yet, the question remains whether self-persuasion is always superior to providing consumers with externally generated arguments. For instance, it has been suggested that characteristics of the arguments (Kardes et al., 2001 ) and characteristics of the individual (Damen et al., 2015) can alter the effectiveness of self-persuasion. In the domain of addictive behavior, research has suggested that the effectiveness of self-persuasion relies on a high grade of self-involvement (Müller et al., 2009) . Moreover, the domains in which effects of self-persuasion have been demonstrated (e.g. smoking, exercising and drinking) are all assumed to be highly self-involving types of behavior, as they are all related to people's health. Hence, it could be that the shown effects of self-persuasion are dependent on consumers' involvement with the target behavior, and self-persuasion might only be superior to direct forms of persuasion, when people are highly involved with the behavior that one desires to change. This notion is in line with research that has shown that high involvement with an issue leads to more elaboration and deeper processing of messages (Petty et al., 1983) . While, for direct persuasion, the positive effects of enhanced elaboration and deeper processing would be neutralized by an increase in resistance (Petty and Cacioppo, 1979) , this would not be the case for self-persuasion, as consumers are not able to correct for the influence of self-generated information (Mussweiler and Neumann, 2000) . By means of bypassing the threshold of consumers' resistance, an increase in elaboration and processing might positively affect the effectiveness of self-persuasive marketing messages. In low-involvement situations, however, this advantage of self-persuasion would not come into play, as consumers tend to make decisions based on rather peripheral cues in such cases and do not decide on the basis of argument strength or other centrally processed cues (Petty et al., 1981) . Consequently, we hypothesize:
H2. If consumers feel highly involved with a target behavior, self-persuasion is more effective to increase this behavior in these consumers compared to providing them EJM 51,5/6
with pro-behavioral arguments. If consumers feel low or moderate involvement with the target behavior, there will be no difference between both the strategies.
In our studies, we focus on a particular type of involvement: enduring involvement, which is defined as "an individual difference variable representing the arousal potential of a product or activity that causes personal relevance" (Higie and Feick, 1989, p. 690) . This type of involvement arises as a result of ongoing interest with behavior or products and its association with the consumer's self-concept, ego and values (Richins and Bloch, 1986) . Enduring involvement is considered to be a stable trait (Richins et al., 1992) and is often contrasted with situational involvement, which rather relates to temporary feelings of involvement. We decided to focus on this part of involvement, as it is more related to how people are and not so much to how they feel in a particular situation. This is more in line with research on smoking behavior that demonstrates an increased defensiveness toward provided anti-smoking arguments, only when individuals feel that smoking is important for their identity (Falomir et al., 2002; Freeman et al., 2001) . To test our hypotheses, as a first step, we compared self-persuasion with a direct influence attempt (i.e. providing people with arguments) and a baseline condition in which no influence attempt was performed, by conducting an experimental field-study that allowed us to test the effectiveness of self-persuasion within a highly ecologically valid paradigm. Specifically, we examined to what extent consumers would increase their tipping behavior when they would generate pro-tipping arguments themselves, compared to when pro-tipping arguments would be provided or where not present at all. Subsequently, in a second study, we addressed the current gap in the literature about boundary conditions of the efficacy of self-persuasion. In doing so, we explored the possible moderating role of consumers' involvement with the behavior in the effectiveness of self-persuasion.
Study 1
Method Participants and design. In total, 106 guests of a lunchroom in the city center of a Dutch city participated in the experiment. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the conditions of the single-factor (self-persuasion vs provided arguments vs control) between-subjects design.
Procedure and materials. After the guests asked for the bill, the waitress (all female) asked whether they were willing to fill out a questionnaire for a "consumer satisfaction study, in collaboration with the university", which they can complete while waiting for the bill. As part of the cover story, the first part of the questionnaire consisted of several general questions such as "To what extent is good service in a restaurant important to you?" and "How important is the price-quality ratio of the food to you?" This first part was important to ensure that consumers in all conditions took some effort before tipping, to rule out effort or demand effects.
The last part of the questionnaire, however, was different in each condition and was the actual manipulation. In the self-persuasion condition, the guests were asked to write down two reasons why, they thought, a waitress deserves a tip. In the provided argument condition, participants were provided with two arguments why waitresses deserve a tip, embedded in a cover story (see Appendix A). These two arguments resulted from a pilot study in which these arguments were the most frequent responses to the question why waitresses deserve a tip (none of the participants of the pilot study participated in the present study). Guests in the control condition only received the general questions described above.
The waitresses did not know what the purpose of the different conditions was. They were instructed to ensure that the guest who filled in the questionnaire was always the one who subsequently paid. When guests finished the questionnaire, they folded it and handed it to the waitress, together with their payment. Subsequently, the waitress thanked the guests and wrote down the size of the bill, the tip size and whether the guest paid by card or cash. As we aimed to design this field experiment to be as non-intrusive as possible and did not want to decrease its ecological validity, we did not ask for demographics in the questionnaire.
Results
In accordance with the fourth-spread outlier test (Hoaglin et al., 1983) , four cases were considered to be outliers and were consequently removed from the sample. All of these guests gave a higher tip than the sum of the 75th percentile and two times the interquartile range within conditions (Ingelfinger, 1994) .
As the tip size D(106) ϭ 0.20, p Ͻ 0.001, was significantly non-normally distributed, the sample was bootstrapped with a number of 1,000 samples in all subsequent analyses. By bootstrapping the sample, data that are not normally distributed can be analyzed with common parametric tests (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) . To control for the possibility that the tip size was dependent on the total amount of the bill, this was added as a covariate in the subsequent analysis of covariance [2] .
The total amount of the bill was significantly related to the size of the tip F(1,97) ϭ 32.68, p Ͻ 0.001, p 2 ϭ 0.25. There was also a significant effect of the experimental condition on the size of the tip, after controlling for the effect of the amount of the bill, F(3,97) ϭ 4.00, p ϭ 0.01, p 2 ϭ 0.11 (Figure 1 ). Supporting H1, post hoc comparison using the Sidak correction indicated that the mean tip in the self-persuasion condition (M ϭ €1.10; SD ϭ 1.06) was significantly higher than that in the control condition (M ϭ €0.41; SD ϭ 0.56; p ϭ 0.005) and in the provided arguments condition (M ϭ €0.37; SD ϭ 0.42; p ϭ 0.023). Furthermore, the size of the tip did not differ between the provided arguments and the control condition (p Ͼ 0.05). In addition, a logistic regression analysis revealed that none of the manipulations affected whether guests gave a tip, B ϭ Ϫ0.32, Wald (1,101) ϭ 2.75, p Ͼ 0.05.
Additionally, to control for the potential confound that the provided arguments differed from those that consumers suggested, we rated participants' responses from two independent blind raters (␣ ϭ 0.87) on how convincing the arguments that consumers gave are and how convincing the provided arguments are on a seven-point Likert scale (1 ϭ not convincing at all; 7 ϭ totally convincing). As ␣ value was high enough, we calculated a mean score of both scorings. First, written arguments were categorized into six categories (friendly service n ϭ 11, fast service n ϭ 7, honest waitress n ϭ 3, good product knowledge n ϭ 2, good looking waitress n ϭ 1, product quality n ϭ 1). We conducted an independent t-test with condition (self-persuasion vs provided arguments) as the between-subject factor and the mean score of both raters as the dependent variable. No significant differences were found between conditions, t(6) ϭ 0.382, p ϭ 0.715.
Discussion
Results showed that participants gave higher tips when they were asked to generate pro-tipping arguments themselves (self-persuasion) than when they were exposed to provided arguments or no arguments at all, supporting the notion that self-persuasion is more effective than providing people with arguments to accomplish behavioral change (Müller et al., 2009 (Müller et al., , 2016 ). These results suggest that self-persuasion is also an effective means of persuasion in situations in which no behavioral norms are communicated. To test H2, Study 2 investigates the moderating effect of consumers' involvement in tipping behavior on the effectiveness of self-persuasion in a lab experiment.
Study 2 Method
Participants were undergraduate students (N ϭ 131; 71.8 per cent female, M age ϭ 23.9 years) who were recruited online and invited to the University lab to participate in the study. Participants were assigned to one condition of the single-factor (self-persuasion/provided arguments), between-subjects design with the size of the tip as the dependent variable. In the provided arguments' condition, participants received the following information:
Imagine that you are having lunch with a friend in a lunchroom. After lunch, you are getting the check. Your part of the check is €15,65. Overall, you were satisfied with the service and your lunch was tasty, but you also had the feeling that your waitress could have been a little bit more attentive. You remember that you read a newspaper article about why tips are important for employees in restaurants. This article named as the two most important reasons why one should tip in a restaurant: That waitresses only get paid a very low salary and therefore, the biggest part of their monthly income depends on the tips they get. That a satisfying service deserves a tip.
In the self-persuasion condition, participants received the following instruction:
Imagine that you are having lunch with a friend in a lunchroom. After lunch, you are getting the check. Your part of the check is €15,65. Overall, you were satisfied with the service and your lunch was tasty, but you also had the feeling that your waitress could have been a little bit more attentive. Please write down [in the boxes below] two reasons why waitresses deserve a tip.
After the manipulation, consumers' involvement with tipping was measured by asking participants to indicate to what extent they agreed to the statement "Tipping is important for the way I see myself" (1 ϭ totally disagree, 7 ϭ totally agree; M ϭ 3.53; SD ϭ 1.70). This item was adopted from Higie and Feick's (1986) enduring involvement scale. Subsequently, participants were asked how much they would give in the aforementioned situation. Tip size was measured using a slider scale, ranging from €0-10. Finally, some demographics were assessed.
Results
To test H2, we conducted a moderation analysis with 5,000 bootstrap resamples using Hayes' (2013) SPSS macro PROCESS. Self-persuasion (vs provided arguments), consumers' involvement with tipping and their interaction were the independent variables and the size of the tip was the dependent variable. As the sample was mainly female, we also controlled for gender to preclude that our results would be affected by the skewed distribution of gender. This analysis revealed a significant positive main effect of consumers' involvement with tipping, ( Supporting H2, a floodlight analysis using the Johnson-Neyman technique demonstrated that if consumers had low-to-moderate involvement with tipping, there was no difference between the experimental conditions. When consumers were highly involved with tipping (with an involvement score of 5.90 or higher), however, those who were in the self-persuasion condition gave a higher tip than those who were exposed to externally generated arguments (B ϭ 0.24, 95 per cent BCBCI [0.00; 0.48]).
To preclude that there would be an effect of our manipulation on self-involvement, we tested this relationship. Results demonstrate that participants in the self-persuasion condition (M ϭ 4.06; SD ϭ 1.31) and those in the provided arguments condition (M ϭ 3.81; SD ϭ 1.34) did not differ in their involvement with the target behavior, t(129) ϭ Ϫ1.085, p ϭ 0.28.
Additionally, to control for the potential confound that the provided arguments differed from those that consumers suggested, we rated participants' responses from two independent blind raters (␣ ϭ 0.77) on how convincing the arguments that consumers gave are and how convincing the provided arguments are on a seven-point Likert-type scale (1 ϭ not convincing at all; 7 ϭ totally convincing). As ␣ value was high enough, we calculated a mean score of both scorings. First, written arguments were categorized into six categories (good service n ϭ 52, hard work n ϭ 23, friendly waitress n ϭ 20, low salary n ϭ 20, it is the social norm n ϭ 6 and it is nice n ϭ 6). We conducted an independent t-test with condition (self-persuasion vs provided arguments) as between-subject factor and the mean score of both raters as dependent variable. No significant differences were found between conditions, t(6) ϭ 0.442, p ϭ 0.674.
Discussion
These results demonstrate that the effects of self-persuasion are conditional on consumers' involvement with the target behavior. When consumers were highly involved with tipping, self-persuasion was considerably more effective than provided arguments. For low-and moderate-involvement consumers, however, the effects of self-persuasion compared to provided arguments did not differ, indicating that self-persuasion is a technique that is particularly valuable in situations in which consumers are highly involved with the target behavior.
General discussion
The results confirm that self-persuasion is a powerful influence technique, which positively affects consumers' behavior. In Study 1, we showed that participants gave higher tips when they were asked to generate pro-tipping arguments themselves (self-persuasion) than when they were exposed to provided arguments or no arguments at all. These results are in line with existing studies on self-persuasion, which suggest that self-persuasion is more effective than providing people with arguments to accomplish behavioral change (Müller et al., 2009 (Müller et al., , 2016 . In Study 2, it was demonstrated that self-persuasion increases tipping behavior, especially when individuals are highly involved with the behavior (i.e. when tipping behavior is important to the way they see themselves). However, for individuals who were moderately or not involved with tipping behavior, providing arguments as to why tipping is important was as effective as self-persuasion. These results are in line with research on smoking behavior that demonstrates an increased defensiveness toward provided anti-smoking arguments, only when individuals are highly involved with the behavior (i.e. smoking was important for their identity; Falomir et al., 2002; Freeman et al., 2001) . Similarly, our results show that the effectiveness of providing arguments decreases for high-involved individuals in the domain of consumer behavior. In doing so, our results provide an explanation for the high efficacy of self-persuasion that has been demonstrated in previous studies; the great majority of these studies dealt with behavior that is highly involving and self-relevant (Glock et al., 2013; Müller et al., 2009) .
Going beyond the current literature on self-persuasion, which demonstrated that self-persuasion affects addictive behavior, the present studies show, for the first time, that self-persuasion works better than directly formulated injunctive norms for behavior that is less subject to the communication of injunctive norms than is the case for addictive behaviors such as smoking. Based on these findings, we can rule out the possibility that the promising positive effects of self-persuasion from previous research are related and limited to these kind of behaviors (as, for example, smoking; see Falomir and Invernizzi 1999) . Importantly, we showed that self-persuasion is also effective in a real field setting with a representative consumer sample. As we aimed to design the field experiment to be as non-intrusive as possible, we unfortunately have no demographic data about the participants of the field experiment, making it difficult to assess other differences between the experimental groups. However, as the assignment of the experimental conditions was random, we do not expect significant differences between these groups. Moreover, with Study 2, we can provide demographics of the participants, which supports the notion that it is unlikely that differences in demographics are responsible for findings of our field study.
From the literature on social influence, we know that a well-known and effective indirect technique that is closely related to self-persuasion is to just show people arguments that are hard to deny and letting them agree to these. It has been demonstrated that this technique relies on the principle of commitment and consistency (C&C; for an overview, see Cialdini 2009). This C&C principle uses the human desire to appear consistent in attitude and behavior. After committing, people are more likely to act in line with the statement provided earlier (Brownstein et al., 2004; Cialdini and Goldstein, 2004; Russo et al., 2006) . The persuasive power of this technique can be explained by the theory of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957) , which states that saying or doing something that runs counter to peoples' own beliefs evokes an uncomfortable feeling when people are aware of this dissonance. Individuals try to reduce this dissonance by bringing these disparate cognitions into greater harmony. Thus, while people can easily deny requests that are based on provided arguments, it is much harder for them to deny requests in line with statements to which they committed before. However, the principle of C&C requires that people still commit to information that is provided by an external source. While C&C asks people to commit to a certain statement, self-persuasion goes a step further by letting people generate arguments themselves. That is, self-persuasion might be interpreted as a stronger form of C&C, as people are persuaded by information that is provided by themselves rather than someone else. Therefore, it would be interesting to compare effects of self-persuasion with those of C&C and investigate whether their efficacy relies on different mechanisms.
In the present studies, it is demonstrated that self-persuasion could positively affect the size of the tip that people give but not whether they give a tip. However, research on habit shows that behavior that has already been performed in the past is more likely to be performed than behavior that has not been performed before (Aarts et al., 1998; Ouellette and Wood, 1998) . Consequently, it would be interesting to investigate whether self-persuasion is also able to elicit spontaneous behavior rather than just changing existing behavioral patterns. In other words, could self-persuasion influence people to engage in behaviors they did not intend to engage in, rather than just influence behavior they would have engaged in, anyway? And are there possibly different processes at play, which explain the different effects on habitual and spontaneous behavior? We recommend that further research should address this issue.
In addition to the above, it might be argued that self-persuasion could possibly also have a more stable or durable effect than other techniques of persuasion in the long term, as self-persuasion entails people generating the arguments themselves, and people are therefore likely to be more self-involved with these arguments (Müller et al., 2009) . Therefore, an interesting question is whether there would be a difference between self-persuasion and other techniques when the timespan between the persuasion attempt and behavior, which was only a few minutes in Study 2, would be extended. Additionally, research has shown that self-persuasion can have negative side effects; when simply asking for screening questions (e.g. whether about adolescents smoking habits, alcohol consumption or drug use), this can increase the behavior in question (Fitzsimons and Moore, 2008) . It would also be interesting to test the effects of communication of behavioral norms on the efficacy of self-persuasion, as these might constitute an interesting situational boundary condition. Thus, it is essential to further investigate other boundary conditions besides involvement that make self-persuasion an effective tool. EJM 51,5/6 Some limitations of the present studies need to be addressed. First, involvement was measured with a single-item measure instead of a multi-item scale. We decided to use a single-item scale for two reasons: First, because we measured involvement between the manipulation and the dependent variable and wanted to avoid that this measurement would consume too much time and might potentially weaken the effects of our manipulation. Second, many of the items of Higie and Feick (1986) were either not relevant for the investigated target behavior (e.g. fun, interesting, exciting, appealing and fascinating) or focusing on the public and observable part of enduring involvement (e.g. tells me about a person, others use to judge me, tells others about me and portrays an image of me to others). As tipping (at least in The Netherlands where this study was conducted) is a rather private type of behavior, the public component of it would harm the internal validity of our measurement. In the literature, there is some discord regarding the predictive validity of single-(vs multi-) item scales. While research demonstrated that a single item can reach the predictive validity of a multi-item scale and should be preferred in situations in which a construct can be considered to be concrete (e.g. Bergkvist and Rossiter, 2007, 2009) , others argue that multi-item scales should always be the preferred choice (Churchill, 1979) . Therefore, future research should consider using a multi-item scale, especially if a small sample size is used (N Ͻ 50), weak effect sizes are expected and items are highly heterogeneous (Cronbach's ␣ Ͼ 0.90) and not semantically redundant (Diamantopoulos et al., 2012) .
Second, involvement was measured in-between the experimental condition and the dependent variable in Study 2. While we could statistically rule out that the experimental conditions affected consumers' involvement, one might still argue that the involvement measurement could have possibly worked as prime rather than a trait and might therefore confound our results. Such primes would be able to explain the main effect of consumers' involvement on their tipping behavior but would not be able to explain the interaction between the experimental conditions and consumers' involvement that is at the heart of Study 2. In spite of this, future research should still consider to measure involvement after the measurement of the dependent variable to fully avoid possible confounds like this.
To conclude, our two studies demonstrated that self-persuasion is a very effective technique to increase consumers' generosity and is considerably more effective than direct influence attempts. The scope of self-persuasion is thus not limited to the inhibition of addictive behavior but does also extend to the facilitation of desired consumer behavior, which considerably broadens the scope of this technique. Caution should be taken, however, when generalizing these results to the broader domain of consumer behavior, as the topic of these studies was tipping behavior in particular. As tipping behavior may be liable to, for instance, social desirability or costumer experiences (Rind and Bordia, 1996) and also willingness to spend (Kim et al., 2009 ), more research is necessary to determine the types of consumer behavior for which self-persuasion proves effective. For instance, self-persuasion might be a particularly worthwhile tool for persuading highly involved consumers. As our study demonstrates an increased efficacy of self-persuasion when consumers are highly involved, self-persuasion may be most effective when applied to high-involvement products, such as holidays, cars and insurances (Percy and Donovan, 1991) . In addition, as it has been demonstrated that self-persuasion is also very effective in a mass-media context by framing arguments as questions and presenting these questions to an audience (Glock et al., 2013; Müller et al., 2016) , self-persuasion may even be considered to be a means for mass media campaigning or advertising. For instance, with phrases like "Fun, anyone?" (Sony PlayStation), "What would you do for a Klondike bar?" (Klondike) and "Where do you want to go today?" (Microsoft), some major brands already framed their taglines as a question. To date, there is no research that addresses the possible effects of such framing on self-persuasion processes among consumers.
Another possibility for brands might be to start marketing campaigns that give consumers the possibility to win prizes by answering such questions, for instance on social media platforms. Marketers may then generate content on their social media pages, where they explicitly ask consumers to generate and post arguments in favor of their brand in return for a small gift or prize (e.g. "What are your reasons to use our brand?"). Besides being able to spread this user-generated content among their network, the self-generated aspect of pro-brand arguments may strengthen brand attitudes and consumer loyalty.
Notes
1. Contrary to, for instance, the USA, in The Netherlands, where this research has been conducted, there are no specific injunctive or descriptive norms about tipping. Moreover, it is usual in The Netherlands to only give waiters and waitresses a tip when the guest is satisfied with their service. 2. We also conducted an ANOVA, with tip size expressed as a percentage of the total size of the bill as the dependent variable, which led to similar results: F(3,98) ϭ 3.57, p ϭ 0.017, p 2 ϭ 0.10.
